SCIENCE LEADS TO BELIEF IN GOD (PART 2)
“The more I study nature, the more I stand amazed at the work of the
Creator. Science brings me nearer to God.”
—Louis Pasteur, The renowned microbiologist for his discoveries of the principles of
vaccination, microbial fermentation, and pasteurization.

“When I began my career as a cosmologist some twenty years ago, I was a
convinced atheist. I never in my wildest dreams imagined that one day I
would be writing a book purporting to show that the central claims of
Judeo-Christian theology are in fact true, that these claims are
straightforward deductions of the laws of physics as we now understand
them. I have been forced into these conclusions by the inexorable logic of
my own special branch of physics.”
—Frank Tipler, Professor of Mathematical Physics.
“They (evolutionists) challenge science to prove the existence of God. But
must we really light a candle to see the sun? They say they cannot
visualize a Designer. Well, can a physicist visualize an electron? What
strange rationale makes some physicists accept the inconceivable electron
as real while refusing to accept the reality of a Designer on the grounds
that they cannot conceive Him?”
—Werner von Braun, The father of space science and the most important rocket
scientist involved in the development of the U.S. space program.

“I think only an idiot can be an atheist. We must admit that there exists an
incomprehensible power or force with limitless foresight and knowledge
that started the whole universe going in the first place.”
—Christian Anfinsen, 1972 Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry.
“There are good reasons to believe in God, including the existence of
mathematical principles and order in creation. They are positive reasons,
based on knowledge, rather than default assumptions based on a
temporary lack of knowledge.”
—Francis Collins, The leading geneticist of the Human Genome Project.
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